


Dear Parents
Greetings!

Summer is in the air!!
As we approach the summer vacation, it is an opportune time to reflect on the
importance of utilizing this period to maximize our potential for personal growth and
development. The summer holidays provide a chance for children to explore and
indulge in various activities that contribute to their holistic development. This is a
golden period for family reunions, to reiterate family ties and cheer for the three Rs -
Rejuvenation, Relaxation, and Re-bonding.
The school is organizing an exciting and fun-filled Summer Camp from 22nd
May to 28 th May, 2023. It will provide a platform to all students to pursue
their interests and develop new skills. Do make your wards attend the camp
and learn a wide range of activities.

Balancing fun and work is crucial to leading a fulfilling life, and the summer vacation
provides an ideal opportunity for students to relax and enjoy leisure activities. While
we encourage children to engage in fun activities, it is equally essential to keep them
productively occupied with academic work and activities. Holiday homework provides
the perfect opportunity to keep their intellectual mind active, and it helps develop vital
skills such as independent research, enhancing knowledge, etc. Parents play a
significant role in encouraging children to do their holiday tasks, and they are expected
to render their whole-hearted support to their kids in

completing their homework. To help children balance their eagerness in pursuing
adventure, creativity, and self- expression with the development of responsibility, here
are some tips that parents can Follow:

Spend quality time with your child.
Teach the importance of moral values in life.
Encourage reading good books.
Help your child in shouldering responsibilities in household chores.
Talk respectfully with the child and encourage them to do the same.
Encourage your child to take up yoga or any other form of healthy activity during the
vacation.
Allow them to complete homework on their own under your guidance.

Finally, we would like to emphasize the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle by
engaging in daily exercise, eating healthy, avoiding junk food and increasing the intake
of fresh fruits and water to keep oneself well hydrated and energetic.

We wish you all a safe and productive summer vacation filled with laughter and fond
memories!

Regards

GIS Team



GANGA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, HIRAN KUDNA
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2023-24)

CLASS XII COMMERCE

ENGLISH

Instructions:
1. Utilize your summer vacation constructively. Read good books/English
newspaper daily. Be in touch with your subjects. Learn 5 new words with
meaning daily.
2. All summer assignments must be done in a separate file.

Reading And Writing
1. Practise comprehension passage (factual and descriptive, any five from the
resources available on E-Book).

2A.Writing Application for Job.
You are Rita/ Rajesh Arora from 67-B, Shanti Park, Meerut. You have read an
advertisement in ‘The Times of India’ for the post of Librarian given by Willow Public
School, Meerut. Write an application to apply for the post. Also give a detailed
bio-data separately. (Word limit 120-150).

2B.You are Shivam/Shivani Dixit from 22-A, Madhuban Society, New Delhi. You have
read an advertisement in ‘The Hindustan Times’ for the post of Area Sales Manager
in a leading multinational company for the sales of office furnitures.Write an
application to Blowplast Ltd.,44/A Centre point, MG Road, Gurugram for the post.
Also give a detailed bio-data separately.(Word limit 120-150).

3A.Writing Notice
The NCC Air Wing of your school is organising a visit to an Air Force Station for Air
show in your area. As the Senior Under Officer of the wing write a notice in not more
than 50 words for all the cadets informing them about the visit.

3B.You are Srinivas/Srinidhi of D.P. Public School,Pune. As Student Editor of your
school magazine, draft notice in not more than 50 words for your school notice
board inviting articles, sketches, etc. from students of all classes.

4. Reading a Newspaper:-
Read any English Daily Newspaper during your summer vacation.Go through the
articles in the newspaper and select any five of them which should be of five different
dates. Cut them and paste them in a file and write a response.



5.Write an article on the topic-’How Google controls the life of an average person?’
(150-200 words).

6. ‘Lost Spring’ highlights the poverty in Seemapuri and Firozabad. Discuss the
mental and physical impacts of poverty on the children living in these areas.

7. Modern lifestyle and fast paced life often causes great distress and frustration. It
makes us escape reality. We adopt various means to resist it or evade it. Discuss
how far it is justified to look for such escapes in context of the text ‘The Third Level’.

8. Art Integration Activity
Imagine yourself to be Franz from the story ‘The Last Lesson’. Your teacher M Hamel
has tasked you with the responsibility of bringing out the last edition of the school
magazine, named ‘Vive La France’ before the Prussians take over. Use your
imagination and creativity and create the magazine. (minimum 4 pages).
9. Write two poems for Aakashganga.

10. Make a word file of 25 inspiring quotes for Aakashganga.

ACCOUNTANCY

1. Project Work- Assume yourself as a shopkeeper, who has just opened a shop in a
market.

A. List out minimum 30 transactions from the day to day working of your business like
purchase, sales, expenses, income, outstanding, prepaid, received in advance,
Accrued income, interest on drawings, interest on capital, depreciation, closing stock
etc.

B. Journalise all the transactions.
C. Post them into the ledger and prepare the trial balance.
D. Prepare trading, profit and loss and Balance sheet.
E. Calculate minimum 5 ratios and prepare a appropriate diagramme, to give your
presentation.

Note: Maintain a separate file to show your working.
2. Make a PPT, showing all the content of the Balance sheet.
A. Proper format of Balance Sheet and Notes to Account, with all the heads and sub
heads.

B. It must also include, the complete Format of Statement of Profit and Loss. With its all
heads and

sub heads.
C. Also, show the changes in the Companies Act 2013, schedule 3.
3. Make a chart on the working of the ICAI (Institute of chartered Accountants of India).
Mention the role play by the COMPANY LAW BOARD.
Also, show the different stages, to clear the course of Chartered Accountant.
Explain the role of internship, during the completion of course.
Also, explain the difference between CA and AC-CA.
Note: Make different charts for both topics.

BUSINESS STUDIES



Prepare a Project file on any one of the topic given below:

MARKETING MANAGEMENT
Launch your new product in any field like cosmetics, electronics, chocolates,
footwear etc.

1. Give a name to your product, it should not be similar to any existing brand.
2. Explain how you will arrange funds for the manufacturing of your product.
3. Explain how your brand is different from the existing ones.
4. Also, explain which mode of advertisement you will use to advertise your product.
5. Make a model of your product(with the help of thermocol and cardboard), label it
properly.
Note: Make a file to show your research work.

OR
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT

Visit any outlet nearby your place, Dominos, Pizza hut, Burger king etc.
1. Check how many principles of Henri Fayol are being followed and how many are
being violated.

2. Take an interview of any 5 employees and 5 customers. Ask all the relevant
questions based on principles.

3. Maintain the proper record of their feedback.
4. Write the complete detail about the Organization(with pictures).
5. Write life sketches of both Henry Fayol and F.W. Taylor.
Note: Make a separate file to show your research work.

ECONOMICS

1. Prepare a project file on any one of the following topics as per the instructions
given in CBSE curriculum as shared in class group
Guidelines for Project Work in Economics -
The objectives of the project work are to enable learners to:
Probe deeper into theoretical concepts learnt in class.
Analyze and evaluate real world economic scenarios using theoretical constructs and
arguments.
Demonstrate the learning of economic theory follow up aspects of economics in which
learners have interest develop the communication skills to argue logically
The expectations of the project work are that:
Students will complete only ONE project
Project should be of 3,500-4,000 words (excluding diagrams & graphs), preferably
hand-writtenit will be an independent, self-directed piece of study
Suggested Topics :

A. Impact of Coronavirus Pandemic on Indian Economy
B. Reserve Bank of India
C. Government Budget
D. Measurement of National Income of India
E. Foreign Exchange Rate
F. Balance of Payment
G. New Economic Policy of India and its Impact
H. Disinvestment Policy of India
I. Foreign Direct Policy of India



J. Role of Stock Market in Economic Growth and Development.
2. Make a Powerpoint presentation on any one of the following topics with minimum 20
slides:
(a) National Income Accounts in India (b) Government Budget and Its Impacts on the
Indian Economy ( c) Balance of Payments Accounts of India and its Various
Components (d) Determination of Foreign Exchange Rate in A Free Market and its
impacts on Foreign Exchange Reserves.Process of Liquidity/Credit Creation by a
Commercial Bank.

3. Solve Question No 20 to 50 of Chapter no 4 of your textbook.
4. Make synopsis of Chapter 1 to Chapter 6 of your textbook.
5. Prepare a Report on the the functioning of Bombay Stock Exchange.

MATHEMATICS

1 . Make a chart on any of the following topics :-
(a).Types of Functions with graphs (b).Trigonometric Functions (c).Straight Lines
(d).Conic Sections (e).Limits and Derivatives (f).Differentiation

2. Make a power point presentation of Mathematics on any of the following topics with
minimum 25 slides :-

(a). History of Indian Mathematicians : Aryabhata, Brahmgupta, Varahamihir, Sridhara,
Bhaskaracharya, Ramanujan etc., and history of foreign mathematicians such as Cantor,
Pythagoras, Thales, Euclid, Leibnitz, Euler, Gauss, Newton, etc.
(b). Applications of Calculus in daily life.
(c) Integration of Mathematics and other subjects : Mathematics and Physics, Mathematics
and Chemistry, Mathematics and Music, Mathematics and Environment, Mathematics and
Arts, Mathematics and Information and Communication Technology.
(d). Project based on the Fibonacci sequence, their properties and similar pattern found in
nature.

(e). Career opportunities in Mathematics.

3. Collect data from newspapers/internet/news channels etc. and represent the growth of
COVID-19 in different parts of INDIA or in different countries by various Statistical
Graphs.

4 . Solve the following system of equations using matrix method:

i 3x + 4y + 7z = 14, 2x - y + 3z = 4, x + 2y – 3z = 0

ii. 2x - z = 3, 5x + y = 7, y + 3z = -1

iii. x + 2y - 3z = 6, 3x + 2y - 2z = 3,2x - y+ z = 2.

iv. x - y + z =3, 2x + y - z=2, -x - 2y + 2z= -1.

v. 2/x + 3/y +10/z = 4, 4/x – 6/y +5/z = 1, 6/x + 9/y – 20/z = 2

APPLIED-MATHEMATICS



1. Practice questions from the syllabus taught in class in your fair notebook.
2. Prepare a project file on any topic given below.

● Earthquake prediction using past data.
● To obtain product and pricing data from E-Commerce sites for data analysis
and decision making.

● Global suicide rates analysis by taking data set from kaggle.
● Most followed on Instagram. And make proper bar graphs.
● Forecasting Uber and rapido demands.

3. Make a ppt. mentioning the career opportunities with Applied Mathematics and
where Applied Mathematics can take you in future.

4. Make a spreadsheet depicting:-
● Graph of an exponential function.
● Matrix operations using Excel.
● Stock market data sheet on excel.
● Collect relevant data from newspaper on traffic, sports and use Excel to study
future trends.

5. Solve the following system of equations using matrix method as well as Cramer's
rule:

i 3x + 4y + 7z = 14, 2x - y + 3z = 4, x + 2y – 3z = 0

ii. 2x - z = 3, 5x + y = 7, y + 3z = -1

iii. x + 2y - 3z = 6, 3x + 2y - 2z = 3,2x - y+ z = 2.

iv. x - y + z =3, 2x + y - z=2, -x - 2y + 2z= -1.

v. 2/x + 3/y +10/z = 4, 4/x – 6/y +5/z = 1, 6/x + 9/y – 20/z = 2

INFORMATICS PRACTICES

1. Create a ppt of at least 5 slides on societal impact writing in brief about the terms
such as footprint, trademark, copyright, patent, CC, GPL, FOSS, plagiarism, phishing,
hacking , ransomware and identity theft .

2. Create a table with at least 5 field names and form 3 queries by using group by,
order by and having clause each with using at least 1 where condition in each
clause.

3. Choose a good and new topic for your final board practical of IP along with a
diagrammatic explanation of your project.

4. Make a movie to spread awareness about Cyber Crime and preventive measures.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Prepare a project on Yoga that describes the history and different types of asanas as
well as pranayama. Also prepare 5 asanas for immunity booster.

2. Make a project on Children with special needs (CWSN) describing about:
● History
● Opportunities which they have in sports
● Different tournaments in which they can participate.



3. Perform asanas on yoga day i.e. on 21st June and share your pictures on social
media with the #feelthe energy.

4. Prepare a project on any game of your specialization. Areas need to focus on:
● History of the game
● Ground or court measurement
● Rules and regulations
● 5 famous personalities
5. Prepare a practical file which describes the ‘SAI Khelo India’ fitness test of different
age groups:

● 3 to 8 of age
● 9 to 18 year of age
Explain all the tests which was introduced by SAI (Sports Authority of India).

COMMERCIAL ART

1. Write a short note on given below topics with appropriate pictures -
● The Rajasthani and Pahari Schools of Miniature Painting.
● The Mughal and Deccan Schools of Miniature Painting.
● The Bengal School of Painting and the Modern Trends in Indian Art.
2. Practical Assignment: Sketching:
Make five human and animals figure each in your sketch book.
Poster:
3. Make 4 posters on half imperial size paper by using the poster color.
You are free to choose any two social issues promotion and two products promotion
related theme.
4. Illustration:
Make 4 Illustrations on A3 size paper and paint it by poster or water colour.
All Illustrations should be in semi-realistic approach.
You are free to choose any topic in illustration but these should be relevant to syllabus.


